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Abstract: Captcha is acronym for completely automated public Turing test to tell computers and humans apart,
intended to discriminate humans from automated programs called as bots. Captcha differentiates humans and
bots by setting a task that is easy for humans to complete but more difficult for bots to implement. Thus
Captcha confirms the user on website, is a human and not a computer bot. However, most of the text based
Captcha suffers from OCR software attacks, in which the bots acquire Captcha image from signup page of the
website and reproduce in the text box for authentication. This can be prevented by the proposed Invisible
Captcha approach. The Invisible Captcha is based on the concept ‘What you see is not true’, designed
substantially to protect Captcha, from OCR attacks. The OCR programs are capable to read, only the visible
Captcha on the Login page. But the proposed approach generates an invisible Captcha through encrypted
virtual keyboard which is not visible to anyone. By cognition ability the humans only can complete this grading
test and get authenticated. As a result Invisible Captcha enhances the security of web applications.
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INTRODUCTION overlapping. The users need to differentiate and identify

Captcha is a Human interactive proof [1], used to authentication. Ez-gimpy [4] is a simplified version of
ensure the security of the web applications which Gimpy previously used by Yahoo, in their signup page; it
distinguishes humans and computer bots automatically. uses one single word with distortion. In Pessimal print
Captcha protects web sites from the unauthorized entry of Captcha [5] a low quality printed text image with certain
the bots and prevents from doing any malicious activities degree of distortion is displayed to the user. The user
in the Internet applications. The various types of Captcha needs to enter the correct text for authentication, which is
are [2], hard for the bots. In Baffle text Captcha [6] words not

Text based Captcha presented to the user with some tilting to prevent any
Image based Captcha form of attacks. Microsoft MSN Captcha [7] uses eight
Video based Captcha characters including numbers in dark blue foreground and
Audio based Captcha grey color background as Captcha characters. Wrapping

Text  Based  Captcha: The text based Captchas [3] are Captcha prevent and protect the websites from
very popular, widely used and accepted method by all unauthorized access by automated programs, spammers,
section of users because of its simplicity and user spoofers and search engine crawlers [8]. The prime
friendly. The proposed invisible Captcha method is advantage of text based Captcha are easy to generate and
originated from the existing text based Captcha methods evaluate but experiences OCR attacks owed to poor
only. The various text based Captcha methods are shown design and security overlooks [9]. The proposed
in Fig. 1. approach focuses the OCR attacks on text based Captcha

Gimpy is one of the reliable text based Captcha which and suggest an alternate approach to enhance the
gives a real challenge to the users. Randomly chosen security. The Captcha design [10] should involve the
words from dictionary are displayed with distortion and following parameters:

the words in subset and enter in the textbox for

present in the English Dictionary are produced and

and ripple effect is created to confuse the bots.
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Fig. 1: Text Based Captcha methods

Robustness: to resist the attack of malicious Most of the text based Captcha attacks by OCRs are
programs known as blind attacks. The bots acquire the Captcha by
Usability: to increase the rate of passing the test by scanning the image in the signup page of websites using
humans OCR software. This can be prevented in the proposed
Scalability: measures the number of challenges that Invisible Captcha approach, which involves human
a Captcha scheme can generate without scarifying cognitive activities and encrypted virtual keyboard in
the robustness and usability Captcha design.

OCR Attacks: Optical Character Recognition [11] is an Related  Work:  Enormous  amount  of   research  has
enhanced technology designed to convert the scanned been  in  progress   for   the   security   of  web
images, PDF documents into editable text format. It is applications,  various  research  papers  indexed the
used to digitize lots and lots of documents within a short attacks on text based Captcha and the design of virtual
period of time. The process involves artificial intelligence, keyboard.
pattern recognition and computer vision. Hackers use Merrill Serrao et al. [13] exposed that most of the
sophisticated OCR to attack the Captcha images and Captcha  employed  in  popular  websites  has  been
perform malicious activities in the web services. The broken  frequently by software like Captcha sniper etc
function of OCR involves [12], with the success rate of 28% to 100%. Aziz Barbar et al.

Image  Acquisition:  Captcha  image   is  acquired are  broken  with  the  success rate of Ez-Gimpy 92%,
from the Login page of a website by scanning the Gimpy 38%, Microsoft 60%, Others 49 to 100 % and
image. suggested character image semantic approach as an
Segmentation: The process of separating the alternate approach. By simple generic attack based on
characters individually in the region of interest area Log-Gabor  filter  method  Haichang Gao et al. [15]
is known as Segmentation. The OCR gets confused attacked the text based Captcha engaged in the websites
when superimposing or overlapping the characters like Wikipedia, eBay  etc  with  a  maximum  of  77%
each other. Right now, humans outperform success  rate. Jeff Yan et al. [16] conclude that the
computers in segmentation security of text based Captcha relies on segmentation
Pre processing: The noise introduced in the Captcha resistance   and  proved  that  the  attack  on MSN
results the poor recognition of characters. The Captcha by character segmentation techniques obtained
preprocessing involves smoothing and normalization success rate of more than 60%. Anjali Avinash
which improves the character recognition. Chandavale  et  al. [17] proved that the attack on text
Feature Extraction: Features are the characteristics of based Captcha is successful with the maximum rate of
individual characters in Captcha image. The 97% by novel preprocessing, segmentation and
extraction works based on the features present in a recognition techniques. Oleg Starotenko et al. [18]
character such as intersections, lines open space etc proposed a segmentation process based on three color
and not the concrete character pattern. bar character encoding method and proved that the
Recognition: This final process involves the Google reCaptcha has been broken with the success rate
identification of characters and numbers. of 82% to 95%.

[14]  claimed  that  the  most  of  the  text based Captcha
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Rajarajan et al. [19] proposed a new concept in according  to  the requirement through software programs.
virtual keyboard design. In which the keyboard are Virtual keyboards are alternative to physical keyboard,
logically divided into four groups and the keys are used to enter the important credentials like user name,
randomized and not in any fixed positions. The keys can password in banking and other applications. In the
be  shuffled  clockwise,  anticlockwise,  crosswise etc. proposed approach, virtual keyboard with encrypted keys
With hide key option to avoid shoulder surfing. Ankit are provided to the user for Captcha entry. The
Parekh et al. [20] proposed an anti screenshot keyboard, encryption technique for virtual keyboard is selected
when cursor moves on a particular key, the entire keys in randomly by server each and every time for every user to
that row will be replaced by a special character so that the ensure high security. A virtual keyboard using simple
intruder software cannot make a screenshot of the key Caesar cipher algorithm [29] is experimented for the
pressed. Andrea Bianchi et al. [21] proposed a haptic proposed approach. If ‘n’ value is 4 then every letter is
keyboard design which makes visually impossible for the shifted by 4 positions as indicated in Table 1.
observer to detect which keys are selected. A novel color If the virtual keyboard consist only 26 alphabets
keyboard has been introduced by Agarwal et al. [22] in alone then the encryption function is.
which the alphabets and numerals are denoted in different
colors. All the keys are shuffled each and every time after e(c ) = ( c + k ) (mod 26)
the user clicks a key. Hide Key option is provided to
avoid any screenshots. where c represents the alphabet character, k is the key

Nairit Adhikary et al. [23] propose a two factor value that is number of character shifts. If the virtual
authentication for the untrusted zone computers. A keyboard is designed with 67 keys, A-Z, a-z, 0-9 and five
fabricated password and an USB device with Unique ID function keys. Then the encryption function will be;
are used through the onscreen virtual keyboard for
authentication in untrusted zones. Cihan Topal et al. [24] e(c ) = ( c + k ) (mod 67)
discusses about the efficiency analysis of virtual
keyboard and proposed to fix the location of letters in The server arbitrarily select any one of the available
order with a compact keyboard layout. High occurrence encryption technique such as Auto key, Play fair cipher,
letters are located close together in the new layout for Mono alphabetic, Hill cipher [30] or different ‘n’ values for
efficient operation.Soumalya Ghosh et al. [25] proposed every user or virtual keyboard with random key codes, as
an effective virtual keyboard design with size and space shown in Table 2.
adaption. The keyboard is designed on the basis of key For 26 key random virtual keyboards the encryption
size and centre distance between keys to increase the function will be;
performance of text entry. Radha Damodaram et al. [26]
proposed a random virtual keyboard for banking e ( c ) = Ran (26)
applications. The design and display of the keyboard may
be changed randomly depending upon date, time and If the random virtual keyboard is designed 67 keys
client. The credentials are encrypted in client side itself to with A-Z, a-z and 0-9 with five function keys. Then the
avoid  any  attacks and decrypted in the server side. encryption function will be;
Kumar chellapilla et al. [27] proposed segmentation based
HIP that is easy for humans but difficult for computers. e ( c ) = Ran (67)
Also introduces Global Warp and Local warp image
characters with thin and thick arcs to prevent OCR attacks Experimentation: In the Experimentation stage, a website
on Captcha. homepage login screen is displayed to the user. The

Proposed Method: Virtual keyboards [28] are Captcha image in the user region. The screen shot of
technological breakthrough. They provide marvelous Login page is shown in Fig. 2. A look up table with IP
flexibility in design and use. It can be programmed to any address  of  the  client,  session  ID, displayed Captcha
language and special letters too. In the physical keyboard, and encrypted invisible Captcha are stored in server
the  positions  of  keys are fixed but in virtual keyboard, database for comparison and authentication as shown in
the position of keys and their values are changed Table 3.

server also generates and displays a random six character
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Table 1: Simple Caesar (n=4)

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D

Table 2: Random virtual key assignment

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

Q W E R T Y U I O P A S D F G H J K L Z X C V B N M

Table 3: Lookup Table

Encrypted Invisible Captcha in Lookup table for comparison and
IP Address Session ID Original Captcha displayed in user login screen authentication

---- ---- A5nKm8 E9rOq2

Fig. 2: Screen shot of Login page

Fig. 3: Screen shot of Login page with virtual keyboard

Fig. 4: Concept of Encrypted virtual keyboard

A check box with virtual keyboard icon is provided in input textbox and submit button. The user inputs the
the signup page for selection and activation of virtual Captcha characters through virtual keyboard by mouse
keyboard. By cognition ability, the user clicks the check action and click ‘LOGIN’ button for authentication; the
box and a popup window appeared with virtual keyboard, screen shot image is shown in Fig. 3.
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In the signup page the Captcha ‘A5nKm8’ will be But  no  text  box  is provided in the Login screen.
displayed to the user in the login screen. By cognition Bots unable to perform click action on check box as
skill, the human users click on the virtual keyboard icon to well the mouse action on virtual keyboard.
activate the virtual keyboard and entered the Captcha In all the cases the Captcha characters scanned by
characters by mouse action. The user is not aware of the the OCR will not match with the Invisible Captcha
encryption used in the keyboard or Lookup table in ‘E9rOq2’ stored in lookup table. Therefore
database. The encrypted Captcha is denoted by special authentication gets failed. 
characters only in the user region and sent to the server Thus, Invisible Captcha approach provides 100%
for comparison and authentication. The concept of enhanced security against OCR attacks. 
encryption is shown in Figure 4.
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